
Atmospheric Sciences 321 
Science of  Climate 
Lecture 6: Radiation Transfer  



Community Business 
�  Check the assignments 

�  Moving on to Chapter 3 of  book 

�   HW #2 due next Wednesday 

�  Brief  quiz at the end of  class on Monday on 
Chapters 1 and 2. 

�  Questions? 



Energy takes many forms 
�  A molecule has many kinds of  energy 

�  For infrared radiative transfer we are mostly 
concerned with translational energy (temperature), 
rotational energy of  the molecule and vibrational 
energy of  the molecule. 

  
Etotal = Etranslational + Erotational + Evibrational + Eelectronic + Ebonding



Interaction of  molecules with radiation 

depends on molecular structure.  
�  Polyatomic molecules have the best chance of  

absorbing and emitting thermal infrared radiation. 
N2 and O2 are not able to absorb much of  these 
relatively low energy photons, but really high energy 
photons can break O2 apart – photodissociation. 

�  N2 and O2 have no permanent or temporary dipole 
moment like polyatomic molecules such as H2O, 
CO2 and O3, which are able to absorb and emit 
thermal infrared radiation. 



Molecular Structure 
and absorption and 
emission of  photons 

�  H2O and O3 are the best, 
since they are bent 
triatomic molecules. 

�  CH4, CO2, N2O are also very 
good 

�  They have three modes of  
vibration and also absorb 
and emit IR by changing 
rotational energy levels. 



Observed 
radiance vs 
wavenumber 

�  Wavenumber is 
the inverse of  
wavelength 

�  Looking down you 
see colder temps 
in the line centers 

�  Looking up you 
see warmer 
temps in the line 
centers 
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Radiative Transfer 
Extinction only 

�  Consider solar radiation coming in and being 
absorbed. 



Radiative Transfer 
Extinction only 

�  Consider solar radiation coming in and being 
absorbed. 

  dF = −kabsρa F  ds

  dz = −cosθ  ds

  
cosθ dF

dz
= kabsρa F



Radiative Transfer 
Extinction only 

�  Define Vertical OPTICAL DEPTH  =  tau. 

  
cosθ dF

dz
= kabsρa F

  
τ = kabsZ

∞

∫ ρa dz dτ = –kabcρadz

  
cosθ dF

dτ
= −F



Solve the Equation 

�  We had 

�  or 

�  solve to get 

�  the optical depth in outer space is zero, so 

  
cosθ dF

dτ
= −F

  
1
F

dF
dτ

= −cosθ −1

  
d ln F

dτ
= −cosθ −1

  ln F − ln F∞ = −(τ −τ∞ )cosθ −1

  F(τ ) = F∞e−τ /cosθ



Isothermal, constant mixing 
ratio absorber 

�  In this case we can show that, 

�  and 

�  so,  

  
τ =

ps

g
Makabse

− z/ H

 

dτ
dz

= − τ
H

  
Absorption rate = dF

dz
=

kabsρa F
µ

= − dτ
dz

F
µ
=

F∞

µ
e−τ /µ τ

H

Total Mass of  Atmosphere per m2 

Total Mass of  Absorber per m2 

Absorption Cross Section m2 kg-1 



Where does absorption rate maximize?  
Optical Depth = 1.0 

�  Absorption rate Jm-3  

�  Take derivative and set to zero, this is maximum. 

�  For a vertical beam, maximum absorption occurs at 
optical depth = 1. 

  
Absorption rate = dF

dz
=

kabsρa F
µ

= − dτ
dz

F
µ
=

F∞

µ
e−τ /µ τ

H

  

d
dτ

F∞

µ
e−τ /µ τ

H
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⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
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Where does absorption rate maximize?  
Optical Depth = 1.0 

�   For a well-mixed absorber in an isothermal, 
hydrostatic atmosphere, the pressure of  maximum 
absorption rate is, 

�  So lower pressure for larger zenith angle (more 
slant), higher absorption cross section, larger 
absorber density, and warmer atmosphere. 

  

pmaxabs

ps

= cosθ
H kabsρas



Heating Rate 
�  To get the heating rate, we need to divide the 

absorption rate per unit volume by the heat 
capacity per unit volume. 

�  In the special case of  well-mixed absorber and 
isothermal atmosphere we’ve been considering this 
becomes, 

  

∂T
∂t

|rad=
1

cρρ
∂F
∂z

  

∂T
∂t

|rad=
kabs Ma

cpµ
F



Heating Rate 

�  So the heating rate is proportional to the flux itself  
and would be greatest at the edge of  space. 

�  This is what we expect for high energy radiation 
coming from the sun that is absorbed by 
dissociation of  oxygen and creates the 
thermosphere. 

  

∂T
∂t

|rad=
kabs Ma

cpµ
F

  F τ( ) = F∞e−τ /cosθ



Thermosphere 



Thermosphere 



Example:  Ozone 
�  Ozone is not well mixed, but has maximum 

concentration at about 35km up, so the heating 
rate is not maximum at the edge of  space, but near 
the stratopause. Max partial pressure is near 25km. 

Concentration Pressure 



Infrared Transfer 
Absorption AND Emission 

�  Consider only emission and absorption 

dIv = Ev – Av

Change in intensity = 
emission – absorption 



Lambert-Bouguet-Beer 
Absorption (Beers Law) 

�  Absorption is linearly proportional to intensity and 
absorber amount. 

�  OK, but what do we do about emission Ev? 

�  in local thermodynamic equilibrium, we have 
Kirchoffs Law that states emissivity = absorptivity, 
so, 

�  where, 

dIv = Ev –  ρa ds kvIv

Ev = εv Bv T( )

εv = ρa ds kv



Lambert-Bouguet-Beer 
Absorption (Beers Law) 

�  Absorption is linearly proportional to intensity and 
absorber amount. 

�  Assuming Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium, then, 

�  so that 

dIv = Ev –  ρa ds kvIv

Ev = εv Bv T( ) εv = ρa ds kv

  dIv = ρads kv (Bv (T )− Iv )



Radiative Transfer Equation 
�  For absorption and emission only 

�  Now define optical depth a little differently, from 
the surface up. 

  
cosθ

dIv

dz
= ρakv (Bv (T )− Iv )

  
τ v (z) = ρa0

z
∫ kvdz



Radiative Transfer Equation 
�  For absorption and emission only 

�  To solve this we introduce in integrating factor of  
to make perfect integral on left,  

  
τ v (z) = ρa0

z
∫ kvdz

  
cosθ

dIv (τ v (z),θ )
dτ v

= Bv (T (τ v (z)))− Iv (τ v (z),θ )

  e
τ v /µ

  
µ

d
dτ v

Iv (τ v (z),θ )e τ v z( )/µ{ }{ } = Bv (T (τν (z)))e τ v z( )/µ{ }



Radiative Transfer Solution 
�  Integration yields, for upward flux of  radiation 

  
Iv (τ v (z),µ) = Iv (0,µ)e{−τν ( z )/µ}+ µ−1Bv (T ( $τ v ))e{( $τν −τν ( z ))/µ} d $τ v0

τν ( z )
∫

Upward 
intensity 
at some 
height z, at a 
zenith angle 
defined by 
mu where the 
optical 
depth is tau 

Part of  upward 
intensity that  
originates at 
z=0 and 
survives 
absorption by 
intervening 
atmosphere to 
arrive at z. 

Part of  upward intensity that 
was emitted by the intervening 
atmosphere below z and 
survived absorption by the 
intervening atmosphere to arrive 
at z 



Radiative Transfer Solution 
�  Integration yields, for DOWNWARD flux of  radiation 

  
Iv
↓(τ v (z),µ) = Iv

↓(∞,µ)e{−(τν (∞)−τν ( z ))/µ}+ µ−1Bv (T ( &τ v ))e{( &τν −τν ( z ))/µ} d &τ vτν ( z )

τν (∞)
∫

Downward 
intensity 
at some 
height z, at a 
zenith angle 
defined by 
mu where the 
optical 
depth is tau 

Part of  
downward 
intensity that  
originates at 
top and 
survives 
absorption by 
intervening 
atmosphere to 
arrive at z. 

Part of  downward intensity that 
was emitted by the intervening 
atmosphere above z and 
survived absorption by the 
intervening atmosphere to arrive 
at z 

What if  there was a cloud above 
the level z?  Then you put in the 
emission from the bottom of  the 
cloud. 



Thanks! 


